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CM inaugurates Police Guest House at Mao
IT News
Imphal, Oct. 3:
Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh inaugurated the
Senapati District Police
Guest House constructed at
an estimated cost of
around Rs. 27 lakhs at Mao
via v ideo conferencing
today.
Public Health Engineering
Minister Losii Dikho, DGP
L.M. Khaute, ADGP (LO) AK
Sinha and other high
ranking police officers were
also present at the
occasion.
Speaking at the function,
the Chief Minister said that
it has been a sincere effort
of the BJP-led Government
to ensure reaching of
dev elopment
and
administration to the
interior parts of the State.
He expressed hope that
the newly inaugurated
guest house would reduce
the inconvenience earlier
faced by police officers and
personnel visiting the
border town for their
official duties.
Stating that Mao is one of
the most important entry
points to Manipur, the Chief
Minister acknowledged the
tremendous difficulties
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Myanmar urged to sign
extradition treaty with India
Courtesy :
The Assam Tribune
New Delhi, Oct 3:

faced by police in checking
uncontrolled entry of people
during this time of
pandemic.
He
also
instructed the police to
continue working with
dedication and sincerity in
this regard, stating that
rewards for every hard
work comes automatically.
It was hard to maintain
order in hill districts earlier,
however the situation had
improved considerably in
the past 2-3 years, and it
was due to the dedicated
efforts of the Manipur
Police Department, the
Chief Minister said. He also

asked the police to
maintain
cordial
relationships with the
people and civil society
organizations.
Stating that police should
a lw ays t ry to exp l or e
different ways to convince
the public, he said that
they should hold regular
i nt e ra c t io ns w it h th e
people and the CSOs so
that unwanted agitations
like bandhs and blockades
c an be av er te d i n
advance. He also directed
the police not to confront
with the public but make
t hem fee l t hat th e

Gov e r nm ent i s t h ei r
guardian and nobody is
above the law.
I n h i s spee ch , PH E
Minister L. Dikho said that
Mao police station is an old
p ol ic e st at io n, so th e
b ui l di n gs
and
infrastructure are quite
old. As such, inauguration
of a police guest house in
the town is a very welcome
d ev e lo p men t . He a ls o
appreciated Mao police’s
w or k s t o w ar d s p r o pe r
management of COVID-19
pandemic with their strict
vigil on entry of people
from there.

LEIKOL Dead body found near Gwarok
observes
20th
Foundation
Day
IT News
Imphal, Oct. 3:

A person was found today
morning at around 6.30 am
near Gwarok Mahadeva
along Gwarok Pechi Road
under Yairipok Police
Station.
The deceased has been
identified as Moirangthem
Sanatomba Singh 22 yrs S/
o (L) Ibombi of Yairpok Top
Chingtha, Mathak Leikai.

Rs. 2/-

India on Thursday urged
Myanmar to sign the
Extradition Treaty and
Transfer of Sentenced
Persons, through which
the neighbouring country
will be legally bound to
hand over insurgent
leaders of the North
East, including Paresh
Barua of ULFA (I), who
are reportedly in that
country.
India also said it is
working towards
operationalising the
Sittwe Port by the first
quarter of next year.
Foreign Secretary Harsh
Vardhan Shringla on
Thursday co-chaired the
19th India-Myanmar
Foreign Office
Consultations virtually.
Myanmar was
represented by
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, U Soe Han and
other officials.
“Myanmar is a country
of special importance to
us as it stands at the
confluence of our
‘Neighbourhood First’
and ‘Act East’ policies.
Myanmar’s handing over
of 22 Indian insurgents
has been deeply
appreciated by the
Government of India and
that sends a strong
message of deterrence
to inimical elements on
both sides. In view of

our special partnership,
we would request for an
early conclusion of the
Extradition Treaty,
Mutual Legal Assistance
Treaty on Civil and
Commercial matters and
Agreement on the
Transfer of Sentenced
Persons,” said the
Foreign Secretary.
The signing of the
Extradition Treaty and
Transfer of Sentenced
Persons will be
significant because of
the presence of
insurgent groups of the
North East and their
leaders, including Paresh
Barua, in the
neighbouring country.
Further, India has
reports of several
insurgent leaders being
held in Myanmar’s
prisons. After signing of
the treaty, the
neighbouring country will
be legally bound to hand
them over to India.
“We have maintained a
peaceful and tranquil
border. We attach the
highest priority to the
settlement of the
remaining boundary
issues and have proposed
holding the next meeting
of the Joint Boundary
Working Group at the
earliest,” Shringla said.
“India’s assistance to
Myanmar is around $1.4
billion. Despite the
challenges caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, we
are working towards
operationalising the

Sittwe Port by the first
quarter of next year.
Regarding the 69 bridges
on the Trilateral
Highway, we will soon be
moving forward with the
tendering process,” the
Foreign Secretary said.
India also said it was
committed to sharing its
capabilities on the
COVID-19 vaccine with
its strategic partners,
including Myanmar, in its
collective best interest.
“There has been notable
progress in several of
our defence cooperation
projects. A team for the
deployment of
meteorological squadrons
will be reaching Myanmar
this month. We are also
looking forward to
receiving your
(Myanmar’s)
representative at our
Information Fusion
Centre for the Indian
Ocean Region,” the
Foreign Secretary said.
“Some agreements such
as Project Agreement for
the establishment of
modern integrated check
post at Tamu, MoU for
construction of 50 basic
schools and the Project
Agreement for upgrade
of agricultural
mechanisation substation
will be signed shortly
between our two sides. I
would like to convey our
support for the
construction of Bwaynu
Bridge and this would be
of benefit to the local
community,” he said.

MSAD denounces conversion
of the Santhei Natural Park of
Andro into PPP model
Tamenglong needs a Leader
during the this crucial time
The brother of the deceased
Moirangthem
Nanao
Singh(24) S/o (L) M.

Ibombi of Yairpok Top
Chingtha Mathak Leikai
had identified him.
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Leimarol
Khorjeikol
(LEIKOL) today observed
its 20th Foundation day at
the
auditorium
of
Jawaharlal
Nehru
Manipur Dance Akademi ,
Imphal. On the occasion
a poetry collection
“Engagi Nongju” and a
short story “Maklang
Turel Ethak” both written
by Mutum Ramani Devi
were released.
The 20th Foundation day
of LEIKOL was attended
by
Nongmaithem
Kir ankumar
Singh,
Convenor , Manipur
Language Advisory Board
, Sahitya Akademi, New
delhi,
Kshtrimayum
Subadini , President ,
LEIKOL, Prof. Nahakpam
Aruna , former President
LEIKOL and SH Pralhad ,
President
Manipur
Literary Society Imphal
attended as dignitaries on
the dais.

The Tamenglong District
Welfare Association has
expressed serious concern
over the resignation of its
MLA and leaving the
constituency with no MLA
when
it
is utmost
requirement of having a
responsible
elected
representative.
A statement said that in
the midst of COVID-19
pandemic, the people of
Tamenglong needs a good
leader who can render help
to the needy people. The
Elected leader, the so
called MLA has vacated his
MLA seat for so long and
the people that has to
suffer the consequences
The Hill areas is also in the
crux of change which may
bring about a political and
geographical change with
the looming Delimitation
of the Manipur state.
A
p r ess
s t ate m en t
r ele a sed
by
th e

Tam e nglo ng
Dist r ic t
Welfare Association said
sai d th at Ta m eng lon g
District and its citizens
are left leaderless, in a
state of vacuum, with no
one to voice the peoples’
cry after the resignation of
its former MLA. The 53 ST
Tamenglong constituency
of Manipur Legislativ e
Assembly seat has been
left vacant for far too
l on g . T h e Ta m eng lon g
District is one of the most
backward Districts in the
state of Manipur and its
c i ti z e n
h av e
no
representative and no one
to rely on therefore it is
especially in dire need of
an elected leader.
In the backdrop of the daily
increase in the number of
Covid-19 patients, and
panic among the people of
Ta m e n g l o n g
and
uncer tai nty a bou t t he
delimitation of the
st at e, t he Tamenglong
Dist r ic t
Wel f ar e
Association would like to

- TDWA

u r ge
t he
S tat e
Government to speed up
the process of electing the
representative and the
Hon’bl e High Court of
Manipur to speed up the
trial process and help to
lessen the pains and
helplessness of the
people. The Tamenglong
Dist r ic t
Wel f ar e
Association appealed to
the State Government to
take a decisive action to
e it h er
rev o ke
th e
resignation of the former
MLA or swiftly conduct byelection as soon as possible
for the welfare and benefit
of the people to fill the long
vacuum left behind by the
previous MLA.
The Tamenglong District
Welfare Association is an
apex body of Tamenglong,
f oun ded in 200 4 f u ll y
dedicated in representing
the welfare and voice of
the people

MSAD has slammed the N.
Biren Singh government
stating that the Santhei
Natural Park of Andro was
dishonourably disturbed by
his government announcing
tender
notice
for
converting the park into a
public private partnership
model without consulting
the people of Andro who
have been taking all roles
for the growth and
development of the park
since its initial stage.
Resisting the government’s
decision, people of Andro
had had a rebellion protest.
A statement by MSAD
Secretary General Chon
Thokchom said that in the
conscience of the situation
there, MSAD had a
discussion there at the park
with the park committee
members, club and Meira
Paibi there after which a
protest was held and an
appeal was announced to all
organizations and student
bodies in Manipur to raise
their voice and stand with

the people of Andro it
added.
MSAD Secretary General
further stated that the
second
time,
MSAD
discussed with v arious
representativ es of the
Santhei Natural Park
Committee, Andro Western
Baruni Youth Club, Center
for Research and Advocacy,
Manipur, Anouba Meerol,
Indigenous Perspective,
Banglore Manipur Students’
Association, students of
Delhi
University,
Dhanamanjuri University,
Imphal College, NG College
and various other activists
based in Manipur in a
general meeting organised
by Khungang Yawol. The
PPP model at Santhei
Natural Park is against the
indigenous rights of the
people of Andro. It is a
colonial and capitalist step
to convert a community
owned asset into a PPP
model. As the term goes
“Public” and “Private”,
there are no people
involved here. ‘Public’
means the government but
colonial
i.e.
the

colonialist,’Private’ means
the private individuals who
can invest a huge amount
of money overtaking the
shares and rights of the
poor people of Andro i.e.
who have huge enough
private assets like money
i.e. the capitalists.
Hence,PPP model at
Santhei Natural Park, Andro
is a colonial and capitalist
project. It is to be aware
that tourism is all about
profit
making
by
capitalists, it is a black art
of making money by
converting community
assets
into
private
properties in the name of
public. Tourism harms the
indigenous cultures, food
habits, dressing styles, etc.
of the indigenous people on
whose lands it operates.
MSAD has been standing
with the people of Andro and
will stand in their struggle
against the colonial and
capitalist government in
Manipur. MSAD applied to
stop PPP model at Santhei
Natural Park Andro and
Stop Privatising Community
Asset.
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Why I do not support the BJP

Covid battle: Heed
local experts, not
central politician
With daily infection cases surging up towards
the 300 mark, the Covid 19 pandemic is entering
another milestone in the state of Manipur. The
consistent and relentless surge of the scourge
has been going on unabated, and things look set
to continue for the foreseeable future. While
things are seemingly going back to the normal
way of life, there still remains the undercurrent
of uncertainty and apprehension, but these
r e s e r va t i o n s a n d i n h i bi t i o n s a r e be i n g
overwhelmed by the need for a majority of the
public to get on with life and continue with
their professions and activities which sustains
a n d f e e d s t h e m . M e a n wh i l e , a g r o u p o f
r e n o w n e d m e di c al e x p e r t s h av e p u b li c l y
expressed their concerns on the manner in
which the state government is handling the
present pandemic. They have also expressed
t h e i r l e ar n e d v i e ws an d o p i n i o n s o n t h e
existence of community transmission in the
state, and despite the statements from the
experts, the inability or rather the failure of
the state government to take any appropriate
and befitting measures to counter the rising
t h r e a t i s u n f o r t u n a t e an d r e e k s o f gr o ss
negligence and disregard for public safety. Even
though on the face of it, the activities being
carried out by the state authorities indicates
an ongoing effort to combat the pandemic,
there are no significant changes in the protocols
or gover nment approach e ver since th e
lockdown began more than six months ago.
Contact tracing which is considered to be of
vital importance in segregating and keeping the
rate of infection down, is abysmally ineffective
a n d e v i d e n t l y p e r f u n c t o r y. I f t h e st at e
government can display even half the level of
alacrity and urgency towards dealing with the
increasing the Covid 19 situation in the state as
it has done during the buildup to the cabinet
reshuffle, things are sure to change for the
better. The frenzied trips to the national capital
as if going for marketing errands to the local
market, the imploring knocks on the corridors
of power at the centre, the tussle outside the
g at e s f o r ap p o i n t m e n t s a l l s h o w e d t h a t
regardless of the intents for their actions, the
elected leaders of the state has what it takes
to make things happen when they are desperate
enough- read their own political fate and
positions on the line- the only catch, one which
is making all the differences for all the wrong
reasons is that their instincts for survival has
been focused more on their political lives rather
than their own biological ones.
Perhaps the easiest way to start a sustained
and aggressive fight against the pandemic would
be to carry out a more intensive contact tracing,
containment and above all, monitoring work
over and above the present enforcement of SOPs
and social distancing norms. Making Covid 19
tests free, or at least charging a nominal amount
including for the private clinics and laboratories
could also make the public to come forward for
testing.
The state government should pull up its socks
and do what is required of it to make sure that
the pandemic is controlled and the uncertainty
in the minds of the public is eased without
waiting for the “blessings’ or instructions from
the centre. If what it takes is yet another trip
to the national capital, the public is more than
ready and willing to provide a warm sendoff.
We can deliberate on sending our children back
to school then and only then.
Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For
advertisement kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time
being readers can reach the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745
for any purpose.

(A critical comment on the BJP and its policies of running the country)
By -Janghaolun Haokip
The BJP since its founding in
1980 has undergone massive
transformation and has come to
power in 2014 under the
leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Today the BJP is
the country’s most formidable
political force with unparalleled
influence and power as it is seen
in the current scenario of the
country.
As rightly stated, BJP is a rightwing party, and its policy has
historically reflected Hindu
nationalist positions. It has close
ideological and organisational
links to the much older Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and
has in fact worked together in
promoting and encouraging the
hideous ideology of Hindu
supremacy.
While in the country the BJP is
widely accused of fascism, in
Uttar Pradesh, and especially in
Hathras, under the leadership of
BJP Yogi, the people are being
taken back to a hundred years
ago when the world had no taste
of the modern day and what it
offers. People couldn’t travel a
hundred years ago as there were
no proper roads and vehicles but
Hathras is unfortunately in the

same situation today as the
people are forcefully being
confined in their homes.
In fact, what we face today is
much worse and outrageous. The
government has utterly abused
the force and power in their
hands. It has gruesomely
controlled everything that it can
or everything that there is,
because there is not much that
is not politically controlled,
except of course for the few
people that remain loyal to the
country and their positions.
Unsurprisingly, we have the
#godimedia and the police forces
that take commands from the
“higher-ups”. The bureaucracy
too isn’t entirely spared as they
can be transferred from posts to
posts in a big country like India.
The legislators are indeed the
hands of the ideologies.
Unfortunately, the power vested
upon them has now been used
to lay burdens on the people to
the extent of threatening their
lives and their entire existence.
Imagine people are not allowed
to speak or stand up for their
rights and are forcefully silenced
and chained. Therefore, what
we face today is utter violations
of Human Rights, it’s not merely
suppression and oppression but

a more serious threat to the
entire humankind which most of
us fail to realise.
Indeed there is a growing need
to fight against these modern
imperialism and autocracy.
When people are being
threatened not to speak to save
their lives, one doesn’t need to
assume the reality that we are
now facing. The reality is an
absolute madness that blinds the
government to see the truth of
what the people and the country
needs but to see only power and
force to subjugate and willingly
rule over people.
What happens today is mentally
distressing,
emotionally
devastating, and politically
outrageous. The people
therefore need to collectively
stand together and fight for the
oppressed. It doesn’t matter if
one is a dalit, a woman, a tribal,
or an upper caste. Today it’s dalit
and woman, but someday it will
be you and me too. We need to
raise our voices for the
voiceless.
For those forcefully being
confined, we must raise our
voices today. For the parents
who aren’t even allowed to
perform the last rite of their
lovely daughter and bid their last

farewell we must demand
justice. For every daughter who
is being threatened not to have
their freedom we must educate
our society. For those being
manipulated and used by
ideologies of the heathens we
must pray for wisdom. This must
be a collective fight!
The Youth must stand together
today, in fact every right
thinking person must stand
together as human beings with
a goal for common good, and
peace and harmony for the
society.
We
demand
#Yogimustresign, and the reign
of BJP that has outrightly
rejected the values of the
constitution and the ideals of
the making of the country must
end!
Today we call out to everyone
to come and stand with us and
fight this fight for humanity. It
doesn’t matter if it is a BJP or
a Congress, the truth is where
we must find our answer. The
welfare of the people is what
m ust co nc er n. I t do e sn’ t
matter who you are, where you
are from, and what you do, we
must all stand for the one
TRUTH –Justice and peace for
all.
#BJPhataoDeshBachao

From Gandhi’s ideas to NEP
By- JS Rajput
Courtesy- The Pioneer
India enters the implementation
phase of its new National
Education Policy — NEP 2020 —
that envisions “an education
system rooted in Indian ethos
that could transform India, that
is Bharat, into an equitable,
sustainable and vibrant
knowledge society, by providing
high-quality education to all and
thereby making India a global
superpower.” It is, indeed, a tall
order but a critical necessity to
let the benefits of education
reach the “last man in the line,”
waiting for generations to get
the basic human amenities,
human dignity and opportunity
to make his contribution to the
process of national growth and
development.
Finalised after over four years
and an extensive and intensive
nation-wide
consultation
process, the policy expects the
curricula and pedagogy to be
radically transformed to instill a
“deep sense of respect towards
the fundamental duties and
constitutional values, bonding
with one’s country and conscious
awareness of one’s roles and
responsibilities in a changing
world”. The bonding with the
country and an inherent sense of
pride in its people is doubly
emphasised, not limiting it to
only in thought, but extending
it to “spirit, intellect and deeds,
as well as to develop knowledge,
skills, values, and dispositions
that support responsible
commitment to human rights,
sustainable development and
living, and global well-being,
thereby reflecting a truly global
citizen”.
Revert to what Mahatma Gandhi
wrote in the Harijan of May 8,
1937: “Man is neither mere
intellect, nor the gross animal
body, nor the heart or soul alone.
A proper and harmonious
combination of all the three is
required for the whole man and
constitutes the true economics
of education”. Essentially, the
emphasis from Buniyadi Talim to
NEP
2020
remains
on
transforming the learner into a
personality, a person of strong

character. In other words it must
be “man-making education”.
Gandhi put it like this: “By
education I mean an all-round
drawing out of the best in child
and man — body, mind and
spirit”.
Based upon his experiences and
experiments in education,
Gandhi finally proposed the idea
of Buniyadi Talim, basic
education, at the Wardha
Conference in the year 1937.
Even earlier, he devoted time
and energy to envision the shape
of education in the postindependence period in India.
He wanted art, craft, health and
education to be integrated into
the process of teaching and
learning. Nai Talim, to him, was
a beautiful blend of all the four.
He found it consistent with the
environment in India, which is
predominantly made up of
villages. Further, he wrote, “it
believes in establishing
equilibrium between the body,
the mind and the spirit of which
man is made. It is unlike the
Western type which is
predominantly militarist, in
which the mind and the body are
the primary care of education to
the subordination of the spirit.
This is best done when
education is given through
handicraft.” He could propose
this because of his deep
understanding of Indian mind,
needs and aspirations on the one
hand, and experiences gained
through
his
personal
experiments in education at his
ashrams.
Gandhi’s historic speech made
at the Royal Institute of
International affairs at Chatham
House, London, on October 20,
1931, articulates the decline of
Indian education after the
arrival of the British: “ I say
without fear of my figures being
challenged successfully that
today India is more illiterate
than it was fifty or a hundred
years ago, and so is Burma,
because
the
British
administrators, when they came
to India, instead of taking hold
of things as they were, began to
root them out. They scratched
the soil and began to look at the
root, and left the root like that,

and the beautiful tree
perished.”
Sir Philip Hartog challenged
Gandhi, who remained steadfast
in his conviction. Subsequently,
eminent thinker and researcher
Dharampal established that
Gandhi was correct based on
factual documentary evidence
extracted from the records
created by the British officers.
The most important strategic
intervention in sustaining the
British hold over India was
through education: destroy the
age-old edifice of knowledge
creation, transfer the new model
to the generation ahead and
ensure its application in the
welfare not only of the individual
but of the people. In the process,
the imperialists succeeded in
“delinking Indians from their
history, culture and heritage.”
They attacked the roots of that
beautiful tree, and it dried up.
The policy succeeded beyond
expectations for the alien rulers,
as Indians grabbed the bait of
Western knowledge, culture,
language and its “superiority.”
It has not yet been erased.
The NEP 2020 must be incisively
scrutinised for how far it would
link Indians to India and to what
extent it would give young
Indians not only degrees and
certificates but also the
knowledge, skills and a
personality to move ahead in life
with self-assurance, dignity and
spirit of adventure. Let the
implementers remember the
defects Gandhi had identified in
a long article in the Young India
of August 1, 1921, just hundred
years ago. Declaring the then
system as defective, apart from
its association with an utterly
unjust Government, he points
out three of them: “First, it is
based on foreign culture to the
almost entire exclusion of
indigenous culture. Second, it
ignores the culture of the heart
and the hand, and confines itself
simply to the head. Third, real
education is impossible through a
foreign medium.”
The earlier national policies on
education of 1968, 1986 and 1992
made sincere attempts to bring
in reforms in curricula, pedagogy
and the system of assessment and

examination but the craze for
more marks and English medium
schools shrugged off all such
efforts.
Gandhi’s understanding of India
and the mind of its people was
unparalleled. He knew the
necessity of acquiring skills,
working with hands, health,
nutrition and acquisition of
character coupled with the
internalisation of moral, ethical,
humanistic and constitutional
values.
And this would be achieved only
when the goal of education is manmaking, character development
and ensuring a full-blossomed
personality. This is the eternal
challenge before education and
the NEP 2020 accepts it. The
implementers of the NEP 2020
must seriously examine the
continuity of the epistemological
basis and practical realities, right
from Buniyadi Talim to the
challenges before them. They
have before them a policy that is
“rooted to culture and committed
to progress.” It is easy to locate
elements in this policy that could
lead to the Sarvodaya that Gandhi
had learnt while in South Africa
after reading John Ruskin’s book
Unto This Last: “First, the good
of the individual is contained in
the good of all.
Second, a lawyer’s work has the
same value as the barber’s, in as
much as all have the same right
of earning their livelihood from
their work. Third, the life of a
labour, that is, the tiller of the soil
and the handicraftsman, is the life
worth living”. The NEP 2020
prominently highlights equity,
equality, working with hand and
value nurturance, right from the
beginning in schooling.
Once the curriculum designers,
textbook writers and textual
material developers are wellversed in the philosophy behind the
formulation of the Buniyadi Talim
and its relevance to India and its
people, they would really be able
to create a generation proud of its
history, culture and heritage. All of
it appears very prominently in the
policy that “envisions an education
system rooted to Indian ethos that
contributes
directly
to
transforming India.”
Contd. on Page 4
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“Air India One” for VVIPs arrives
Scheduled international passenger
flights suspended till October 31

IT Correspondent
New Delhi, Oct 3:
“Air India One”, first of the
two retrofitted Boeing 777300 ER aircraft ordered by
the Indian government, for
use of PM, President and
Vice-President arrived from
Texas, US and landed at the
Delhi airport on Thursday.
It was earlier expected to
land on Indian soil from the
Boeing facility at Fort
Worth, Texas, in July but
the delivery was delayed
due to the Covid-19
pandemic. A custom-made
Boeing 777-300 ER aircraft
among other things,
includes a VVIP suite, two
conference rooms, a press
briefing room, a medical
room
and
secure
communications system,
with jammers.
The wide-bodied aircraft
has come fitted with
sophisticated
missile
defence
and
countermeasures
dispensing
defence
systems, including large
aircraft
infrared
countermeasures (LAIRCM)
and self-protection suites
(SPS). The aircraft also has
air-to-air
refuelling

facility.
The B777 a irc ra ft wi ll
r ep la ce th e B o ein g
747 that was being used to
fly Indian leaders until
now. Similar to ‘Air Force
One’ which is the official
aircraft of the President of
the United States, Air
India One can function as
a full-fledged office space.
It will initially be operated
by Indian Air Force (IAF)
pilots in coordination with
Air India pilots.
As of now, the president,
vice-president and prime
minister fly on Air India’s
B747 planes under the “Air
India One call sign”. Air
India pilots used to fly
these B747 aircrafts for
the dignitaries and the Air
India Engineering Services
Limited (AIESL) used to
maintains them. When
not flying VVIPs, the B747
aircrafts used by Air India,
for
c o mm e r ci a l
operations. However, the
new B777 aircraft will only
be used for travel of the
d ig n i ta r ies. T h e U S
agreed to sell the two
defence systems to India
a t a co st o f US D 19 0
million.
In another development,

a s t h e n u mb e r o f
coronavirus cases in India
c ro ssed 6 2 l a kh , th e
Indian aviation regulator
DGCA has announced the
suspension of scheduled
international passenger
flights till October 31.
“However, international
scheduled flights may be
allowed on selected routes
by
the
c o mp e t en t
authority on a case-toc ase
ba si s, ”
th e
Directorate General of
Civil Aviation added.
Since March 23 scheduled
international passenger
ser vice s ha ve b een
suspended in India due to
the coronavirus-inducedlockdown. However, special
international flights have
been operating under the
Vande Bharat Mission since
May and also un der
bilate ra l “ ai r b ub bl e”
arrangements with a few
selected countries since
July. India recently formed
air bubble pacts with as
many as 15 countries - the
US, the UK, the UAE, Kenya,
Bhutan and France. Under
the
pact,
special
international flights can be
operational by their airlines
between their territories.

Apollo Children’s Hospitals
successfully performed liver
transplants on children
IT Correspondent
Chennai, Oct. 3:
Doctors at Apollo Children’s
Hospitals successfully
saved two young lives by
performing complicated
living
donor
liv er
transplants on a six-monthold baby and an elevenyear-old girl who had
extreme
health
complications during the
pandemic. Mothers of both
children gave a new lease
of life to them once again
by donating a part of their
livers.
Six-month old Baby had
persistent jaundice since
his birth in January 2020
which eventually got worse
with time. The baby was
affected by a rare genetic
disorder due to which he
was born without a bile duct.
The baby was suffering
from Biliary Atresia, a rare,
congenital liver disorder.
Speaking about this
procedure Dr. Elankumaran,
S u r g i c a l
Gastroenterologist, Liver
Transplant Surgeon, Apollo

Children’s Hospitals, said,
“By the time they brought
the child to Apollo
Hospitals, Chennai the
baby’s liver was completely
damaged. His bile duct was
completely not formed and
this is not a common
scenario. Studying all the
complications
and
emergency we suggested
to do a transplant which
was the only option to save
the child. Baby underwent
living
donor
liv er
transplantation two months
ago and his mother was the
live donor. Post the
transplant the patient
recovered completely and
returned
back
to
Jharkhand.”
An eleven-year-old Baby
from Trichy was diagnosed
with Congenital Hepatic
Fibrosis, a rare disorder
associated with Polycystic
kidney disease leading to
renal failure 4 years ago.
She was under treatment in
her home town; however,
her health was continuously
deteriorating. Her parents
noticed some serious

changes in her day-to-day
activities, she was unable
to ev en continue her
studies for a year. She was
brought to Apollo Childrens’
Hospitals, Chennai for
further medical evaluation.
Explaining the case further,
Dr. Elankumaran said,
“Because of the genetic
disorder her liver enlarged
so much that she was
unable to carry herself
around and stopped
schooling. Over the past
one year she has been
suffering a lot and visited
us two months ago.
Transplant was the only
available option for the
child. Baby’s mother
donated a portion of her
liver after undergoing
several tests for donation
fitness.”
The surgical team led by Dr.
K. Elankumaran, Surgical
Gastroenterologist, Liver
Transplant Surgeon Apollo
Children’s Hospitals and
A n a e s t h e t i s t
Dr.Vasantharoopan and
team performed the
transplant successfully.
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SC orders full refund of flight tickets
cancelled during lockdown
By Raju Vernekar
New Delhi/Mumbai, Oct. 3:

The Supreme Court on
Thursday ordered the
airlines to refund the
passengers who had booked
domestic and international
air tickets but had to cancel
them during two-month
long nationwide lockdown.
A three-judge Bench,
headed by Justice Ashok
Bhushan,
said
for
cancellation of bookings for
travel after the lockdown
period, airlines must give
refunds within 15 days of
the order. If the carriers are
in financial distress, they
can provide a credit to the
flyers that can be redeemed
until 31 March, 2021, the
court further added.
If a passenger booked a
flight ticket during the
lockdown period (from
March 25 to May 24), for
travel during lockdown
period and the airline has
receiv ed payment for
booking of air ticket for
travel during the same
period, for both domestic
and international air travel
and refund is sought by the
passenger against that
booking being cancelled,
the airline shall refund the
full amount collected
without any cancellation
charges. The refund shall
be made within a period of
three weeks from the date

of cancellation, the order
said.
If the tickets were booked
during the lockdown period
through a travel agent for
travel within the lockdown
period, in all such cases full
refund shall be given by the
airlines immediately. On
such refund, the amount
shall be passed on
immediately by the agent
to the passengers, the
court said.
“If on account of financial
distress, any airline or
airlines are not able to do
so, they shall provide credit
shell, equal to the amount
of fare collected, in the
name of passenger when
the booking is done either
directly by the passenger or
through travel agent so as
to consume the same on or
before 31 March, 2021. It
is open to the passenger
either to utilise such credit
shell up to 31 March, 2021,
on any route of his choice
or the passenger can
transfer the credit shell to
any person including the
travel agent through whom
he or she has booked the
ticket and the airlines shall
honour such a transfer,”
the order said.
The credit shell issued in
the name of the passenger
can be utilised up to March
31, 2021, the bench said,
adding that the concerned
airline shall honour such a

transfer by devising a
mechanism to facilitate
such a transfer. The court
also made it clear that such
credit shell can be utilised
by the concerned agent
through whom the ticket is
purchased, for third-party
use.
In cases where tickets are
booked through an agent,
credit shell as issued in the
name of the passenger
which is not utilized by 31
March 2021, refund of the
fare collected shall be made
to the same account from
which account amount was
received by the airline.
“In all cases where credit
shell is issued there shall be
an incentive to compensate
the passenger from the date
of cancellation up to June
30, 2020, in which event the
credit shell shall be
enhanced by 0.5% of the
face value for every month
or part thereof between the
date of cancellation and
June 30, 2020. Thereafter
the value of the credit shell
shall be enhanced by 0.75%
of the face value per month
up to March 31, 2021,” the
order said.
The Bench said that the
passengers who booked
tickets at any period of
time but for travel after
May 24, refund of fares to
the passengers covered
under this category shall be
governed by the provisions

of the Civil Aviation
Requirements (CAR).
“Even for international
travel, when the tickets
have been booked on an
Indian c arrier and the
booking is ex-India, if the
tickets have been booked
d ur i n g t he l oc k d ow n
period for travel within
t he l oc kd ow n pe r i od ,
immediate refund shall be
made,” the order said.
“If the tickets are booked
for international travel on
a foreign carrier and the
booking is ex-India during
the lockdown period for
travel within the lockdown
period, full refund shall be
given by the airlines and
sai d am o u nt sha ll b e
passed on immediately by
t he
a gen t
to
th e
p ass enge r s, w her e ve r
such tickets are booked
th ro ug h a ge nt s. In a ll
other cases airline shall
r ef un d t h e c o ll ec ted
amount to the passenger
within a period of three
weeks,” it added.
The court has asked the
Ministry of civil aviation
t o i ssu e c o m pl i anc e
notification in the matter.
The lockdown, imposed
o n M arc h 2 5, b an ned
d om e sti c
and
international travel in the
country. The domestic
flight serv ices in India
restarted on May 25 in a
limited phase.
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2 arrested with 250 ecstasy pills SAI issues SOP for “Graduated Return to
Play” (GRTP) for high-performance
worth Rs.50 lakh in Mumbai
athletes who test positive for COVID-19
PIB
New Delhi, Oct 3:

Ecstacy tablets seized by police
By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, Oct 3:
Two people were arrested
with 250 ecstasy pills worth
Rs. 50 lakh in the
international market from
Dongri area in South
Mumbai by officers of the
property cell of the Mumbai
Police’s crime branch and
were remanded to police
custody till October 5 on
Friday.
The arrested accused have
been identified as Amir
Firoz Raffai (24) and
Inayatali Abbas Mohammed
Sayyad (29), both residents
of Dongri. Raffai has four
cases of assault registered
against him in Dongri police
station. Sayyad worked in
a courier company and it is
suspected he used to
transport narcotics to
various states.
Acting on the tip off that
two persons were coming
with narcotics contraband
to deliver to someone in
south Mumbai, the police
team led by Inspector Dhiraj
Koli, laid a trap and nabbed
them. During the search,
police found 125 ecstasy

tablets from Raffai and 125
from Sayyad. “We are
questioning them to find
out from where they
procured the contraband
and to whom they were
going to deliver it to,” PI
Koli said.
“Ecstasy tablets, also
known as MDMA, are not
manufactured in Mumbai.
They are usually brought in
from other states. In this
case, it is suspected to
have been procured from
Uttar Pradesh and Delhi.
There is an inter-state
racket involved and teams
will be sent to other states
to make more arrests,”
the officer said and added
that there an international
link to the racket was not
ruled out. The arrests were
made following orders by
the
Mumbai
Police
Commissioner Param Bir
Singh to crack down on
drugs networks operating
in the city.
In another case unit XI of
the Mumbai Police’s crime
branch, arrested two
persons with 105 gram
Mephedrone worth Rs 3.15
lakh from Rajendra Nagar

area of Borivali East in
North Mumbai.
Acting on the tip off, the
police maintained a vigil
near Dattapada area and
arrested the accused –
Niketan Suresh Jadhav(30)
and Parvesh Hanif Halai
(30). Their search revealed
that they were carrying
pouches filled with white
substance. They were put
under arrest and CR 38/
2020 was registered. The
charges under sections
8(c), and 22(c) of NDPS Act
were fixed against them.
They have been remanded
to police custody till
October 05.
Both the accused have
criminal history and one of
the accused was working as
an assistant make up man
in Bollywood. The operation
was carried out under
directions of Joint CP Milind
Bharambe by a team
comprising PI in-charge
Sunil Mane, PIs Salil
Bhosale, Rais Shaikh, Nitin
Utekar,
constables
Ravindra Bhambid, Rajesh
Chavan, Mahadev Navge,
Sarika Kadan, Ria Anerao
and others.

Family of victim in Hathras
case will definitely get
justice, says Smriti Irani
Agency
New Delhi, Oct 3:
Union Minister for Women
and Child Development
Smriti Irani today said that
the family of the victim in
Hathras case will definitely
get justice and Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath will
take stern action against
the guilty officers once the
SIT files its investigation

report. Meanwhile Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath has
reiterated that no criminal
will be spared in the state
and his government will not
tolerate it .
Talking to the media in
Varanasi after a function,
Union Minister Smriti Irani
said that she herself has
spoken to Yogi Adityanath
regarding the incident and
CM had assured that

justice will be done in the
case and SP of the district
has
already
been
transferred. She said that
opposition is politicising
the incident.
Meanwhile DGP of state
Hitesh Chandra Awasthi
and Additional Chief
Secretary Home Awanish
Awasthi have reached
Hathras to meet with the
family of the Victim.
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From Gandhi’s ideas to NEP
Universal education was
considered a ray of hope for
one and all. The NEP 2020
endorses it as the “basic
right of every child.” It
must
be
correctly
interpreted as the right of
the child to get support in
drawing out the best out of
body, mind and spirit. It is
his right to make choices
of learning areas according
to his likings and interests.
It would be interference in
his personal territory if

subjected to a regimen
that impedes his “power of
ideas and imagination.”
This is what the present
examination system has
exactly been reduced to;
the policy envisages drastic
transformation in this
crucial
area.
The
recommendations
on
holistic
and
multidisciplinary education
would permit free flow of
fresh air in schools and
higher
education

institutions. It could lead to
a surge of curiosity and
creativity amongst young
minds. That is the need of
the current time and of the
future. Now onwards, in
knowledge
societies,
progress would depend on
the quality of manpower, the
measure of entrepreneurial
skills and the level of
innovative contributions.
(The writer works in
education and social
cohesion)

Keeping the health and
fitness of every athlete in
mind, Sports Authority of
I nd i a ( S AI) ha s i ssued
guidelines (SOP) for highperformance athletes who
are training at SAI centres
and tested positive for
COVID 19 virus.
Under the new guidelines,
termed “Graduated Return
to Play” (GRTP), all SAI
officials and centres have
been asked to monitor the
prog ression ofathl etes
who have tested positive
for COVID-19 virus and are
undergoing training in SAI
facilities.
The SOP has been divided

int o thr ee cat egori es,
based on COVID -19 cases.
*Category One: COVID-19
Positive & Asymptomatic
(mild localized symptoms
that resolve within 10
days*
*Category Two: COVID-19
Posi t iv e & Pr ol o nged
C our se ( Re g io n al /
systemic symptoms for
more than 10 days) or
sev er e sy mp to ms t hat
required hospitalisation*
*Category Three: COVID19 Positive & Symptoms
during GRTP progression*
( Post
rec o ve r y
complications)
Under the new guidelines,
all SAI officials have been
given strict instructions
and added responsibilities

with regards to training
athletes who test positive
for COVID 19 virus.
SA I i s also ide nti fyi ng
medical and paramedical
experts to designate at
each Centre to ensure
cl inica l assessment of
COVID-19 infection on the
a thl e tes
and
implementation of the
guidelines stated within
the SOP.
These designated medical
and paramedical experts
are being instructed to
ensure clarity with regards
to the GRTP progression in
the result of t he Post
COVID-19 Infection Clinical
Assessment.
Furth er, co ac hes hav e
been instructed to plan a

physical activity at 50% of
n or m a l i nte n sit y and
volume for an otherwise
healthy patient with a
self-limiting course of
COVID-19 who has been
asymptomatic for 7 days.
T he
M ed i cal
and
Paramedical Staff have
been asked to monitor the
progress of the athletes
regularly and give advice to
athletes and coaches for
gradua l resumpti on to
training.
Ath letes
wo uld
be
monitored before, during
and after the exercise
session s and if any
unwarranted symptoms are
there it would be reported
to the medical team for
further assessment.

RJD and Congress led Grand alliance
finalises seat sharing for upcoming
Bihar Assembly elections
Agency
Patna, Oct. 3:
Bihar, the opposition RJDCongress led Gra nd
all ianc e has alm ost
finalized the seat sharing
deal for state assembly
elections. RJD sources said
that th e pa rty has
accommodated some more

seats for Congress than
ear lier off ered to it.
Sources said Left wing
partie s
ar e
al so
acc ommo dated in the
Grand alliance and they
may get seats in double
dig its.
The
for mal
announcement of the seat
sharing formula may take
place later in the day or on

Sunday.
Mea nwhi le,
hect ic
deliberations are still going
on in NDA for finalization
of seat sharing. Senior BJP
leader and Union Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad said
the issue will be sorted out
very soon. He said a coordination committee has
been constituted by party

nat ional pres ident JP
Nadda to resolve the issue.
On the other hand LJP
president Chirag Paswan is
still adamant over the issue
of their number of seats.
Mr. Paswan has convened
the party’s parliamentary
board meeting in which he
may take som e fi nal
decision.

PM says Atma Nirbhar Bharat includes
a vision of global welfare; Seeks
support of researchers and
academicians for self-reliant India
Agency
New Delhi, Oct 3:
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi
has
invited
researchers
and
academicians and sought
their support to realise the
dream of Atma Nirbhar
Bharat, which includes a
vision of global welfare. In
his
address
after
inaugurating the Vaishvik
Bhartiya
Vaigyanik,
(VAIBHAV) Summit last
evening through v ideo
conference, the Prime
Minister said, just recently,
India introduced pioneering
space reforms which
provide opportunities for
both
industry
and
academia. He said, there is
a need to amplify the rich
history of Indian science.
The Prime Minister also
called for inculcating
interest among youngsters
for studying science. He
said, the summit should
look forward to realising
the dream of building a
secure and prosperous
future for the coming
generations.
Calling
VAIBHAV as a confluence of
great minds, Mr Modi said
that these efforts will help
create an ideal research
ecosystem,
merging
tradition with modernity to
create prosperity.
The Prime Minister said the

government wants top class
scientific research to help
the farmers. He said, the
agricultural research
scientists have worked
very hard to increase the
production of pulses. India
imports only a very small
fraction of the pulses today
and the country’s foodgrain production has hit
record highs.
Mr Modi said, the
Government has taken
numerous measures to
boost science, research and
innov ation. He said,
science is at the core of its
efforts towards socioeconomic transformations.
In 2014, four new vaccines
were introduced into the
country’s immunisation
programme which included
an indigenously developed
Rotavirus vaccine. The
Prime Minister said the
government
has
encouraged indigenous
vaccine production. Mr

Modi said, the government
has recently given market
authorization for an
indigenously developed
pneumococcal vaccine.
These
vaccination
programmes and POSHAN
mission take the health and
nutrition of our children to
the level of importance it
deserves. He said, the
government has launched
an ambitious mission to
eradicate TB in India by
2025, which is five years
before the global target.
The Prime Minister also
referred to India’s major
missions
on
supercomputing and cyber
physical systems. Talking
about
fundamental
research and applications in
areas
of
artificial
intelligence, robotics,
sensors, and big data
analysis, Mr Modi said, this
will boost the startup
sectors and manufacturing
in India. He said, this

summit will lead to useful
collaborations in teaching
and research. The efforts
of the Indian diaspora will
help create an ideal
research ecosystem.
AIR correspondent reports
that over three thousand
overseas Indian origin
academicians
and
scientists from 55 countries
and more than 10 thousand
resident academicians and
scientists are taking part in
the global virtual summit.
The summit will conclude on
the 31st of this month.
The aim of the summit is
to bring Indian origin
luminaries in academic
institutes and Research and
Development organizations
across the world and
resident counterparts on a
single platform to debate
upon
collaboration
mechanisms to strengthen
academic and Science and
Technology base in India for
global development.
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